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ABSTRACT 
 
This article evaluates a striking similarity between two passages, one from the emperor 
Julian (‘the Apostate’), and the other from G. I. Gurdjieff (1865?-1949). These passages 
present the ‘sun’ as the source of ‘nous’ (Julian), or ‘higher centres’ (Gurdjieff). I suggest 
that these two faculties are effectively the same, as in both systems these faculties ground 
mystic experiences. In both systems, mystical experience is the experience of elevated 
human faculties which are nourished by the sun. This enquiry establishes that Gurdjieff 
was, directly or indirectly, aware of certain Neoplatonic ideas. It also suggests that 
Gurdjieff can be reasonably characterised as a mystic. 
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SOLAR MYSTICISM IN GURDJIEFF AND NEOPLATONISM 
 
In contemporary academic study of mysticism, there is a debate between ‘essentialist’ and ‘contextualist’ 
models, the terms favoured by Katz.1 The essentialist sees mystical experience as a relatively homogenous 
experience, essentially the same across boundaries of culture, religion, language, age, gender, social status, and 
so on. The contextualist, however, sees mysticism as a range of experiences, influenced if not determined by 
culture etc. There may be a false or at least an overly rigid distinction between the two schools of thought: few 
essentialists would ever deny that subjective factors had no affect upon mystics’ experience, while even a 
contextualist may see something in common between these experiences, and find an objective basis for that 
commonality.2  
 
The view adumbrated by Gurdjieff, but in significant respects anticipated in Neoplatonism, explains mystical 
experience by the human faculties involved. This theory comprises, as it were, a third position neither 
essentialist nor contextualist. According to this perspective, the essentialist is correct in that the mystical 
experience always represents the contemplation of unchanging objective reality in a state of consciousness 
where the higher faculties (nous in Neoplatonism) are active and the lower ones (in Neoplatonism, the lower 
parts of the soul) are passive. However, the contextualist point of view is accounted for in that descriptions of 
the mystical experience can later be relayed only by means of the lower faculties, and in a different state of 
consciousness. These accounts are expressed in subjective terms conditioned by the individual’s history as 
determined by the diverse factors mentioned.  
 
Our first quotation is from Julian’s Hymn to King Helios,3 referring to the Phoenician theology of Iamblichos: 
‘For the opinion of the Phoenicians – (who are) wise and possessed of knowledge in respect of divine matters – 
stated that the sunlight (which is) sent forth everywhere is the immaculate action of pure mind (nous) itself.’4 
 
Compare this passage from Gurdjieff’s Beelzebub’s Tales to his Grandson (‘Beelzebub’): ‘Finally, that part of 
the being-blood ... which (part) serves the highest part of the being called the soul, is formed from the direct 
emanations of our Most Holy Sun Absolute.’5 
 
The similarity to Julian is striking. As we shall see, in Gurdjieff, the ‘Most Holy Sun Absolute’ is directly 
analogous to the various suns of the Neoplatonic cosmoses. There is a pertinent passage in Plotinos. In Ennead 
4.3.11, ‘On Difficulties about the Soul: I’, he writes: 
 
… sun in the divine realm is Intellect (nous) … and next after it is soul (psukhē), dependent upon it and 
abiding while Intellect abides. This soul gives the edge of itself which borders on this [visible] sun to this 
sun, and makes a connection of it to the divine realm through the medium of itself, and acts as interpreter 
of what comes from this sun to the intelligible sun and from the intelligible sun to this sun …6 
 
That is, the material and the spiritual realms are linked through the medium of the soul. But by what principles 
can we establish that one writer or body of ideas has influenced another? I have earlier considered this question, 
and contend that a canon of assessment is needed. This canon requires us to distinguish particular influence 
from general influence, although it is often the case that the existence of a particular influence may make it 
easier to infer the co-existence of general influence. I shall argue in future papers that Neoplatonism did have a 
general influence on Gurdjieff. Here, I am positing only particular influence. 
 
                                               
1
 See, for example, Steven T. Katz (Ed.), “Editor’s Introduction” in Mysticism and Sacred Scripture (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 3. 
2
 To take but one example, see Ewert Cousins, “The Fourfold Sense of Scripture in Christian Mysticism” in 
Mysticism and Sacred Scripture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 118-137, especially 128: ‘the 
symbolic method of interpreting scripture is not arbitrary but is based on the very structure of the psyche.’ 
3
 Flavius Claudius Julianus, Emperor of Rome 361-3 is an important witness and also an important contributor 
to trends in Neoplatonism, especially between the time of the death of Iamblichos and his own writing. 
4
 I use the edition of W. C. Wright, Julian: Volume I (Cambridge, Mass: Loeb Classical Library, 1913). See the 
commentary on this passage in Joseph Azize, The Phoenician Solar Theology (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 
2005), 15-36.  
5
 G. I. Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales to his Grandson (Aurora: Two Rivers Press, 1993 [1950]), 569. 
6
 A. H. Armstrong (Ed.), Plotinus in seven volumes (Cambridge, Mass: Loeb Classical Library, 1978-1988). All 
translations are Armstrong’s. 
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The assessment of particular influence, by my canon, has two stages: the first stage is positive: a prima facie 
correspondence must be positively established.7 Scholars look for similarities between two cultural phenomena 
which are so precise as to persuade that that there must have been a borrowing or an influence.8 I suggest that a 
correspondence is readily apparent here. In both passages the sun is progenitor of a spiritual faculty: the 
Neoplatonic nous and that part of the blood which ‘serves the soul’. As we shall see, in both Neoplatonism and 
Gurdjieff, central roles in their cosmologies are played by ‘suns’: these are the visible sun and metaphorical 
suns, which are the suns of other dimensions. These suns are integrally related.  
 
The second stage in assessing particular influence is negative: we must exclude the possibility of independent 
innovation, or that the influence came from yet another source. This involves considering whether the cultural 
phenomenon in question can be explained by reference to purely local influences, or to individual discovery or 
inspiration.9 Gurdjieff could read Greek,10 but I am unaware of any evidence that he specifically read ancient 
Greek. It is difficult to envisage any independent research of Gurdjieff’s which would establish that the sun 
nourishes higher human faculties. One cannot exclude the possibility that Gurdjieff obtained this idea from 
some unknown source. However, I have not come across this doctrine elsewhere. The similarity is so peculiar 
that the suggestion of Neoplatonic influence on Gurdjieff here, whether directly or indirectly, seems likely.  
 
A virtually certain but less central borrowing from Neoplatonism comes from Iamblichos’ On the Pythagorean 
Life. Iamblichos writes that when Pythagoras had been studying in Egypt, he was captured by Cambyses’ 
soldiers and taken to Babylon where he studied with the magi, learning about their rites, worship and 
mathematical sciences.11 Gurdjieff writes in Beelzebub that Pythagoras was one of the ‘learned beings’ who was 
forcibly gathered in Babylon by a Persian king. This unnamed king had scoured his empire for learned beings 
who might be able to transmute metals into gold, even waging war upon Egypt to seize their savants. In 
Babylon, these ‘learned beings’ studied together, Pythagoras among them.12 
 
The likeness here is so striking that independent invention is not plausible. I suggest that this strengthens the 
case that Gurdjieff had a strong interest in Neoplatonism. It also suggests a further element in the canon of 
assessing putative influence: a theory of particular influence will be more compelling where there is more than 
one prima facie instance. Given that Gurdjieff must have read a relatively obscure writer like Iamblichos, or 
someone who had, it is more credible that he had read Julian. Having established the likelihood of borrowing, 
directly or indirectly, between Gurdjieff and Julian, it falls now to consider in more detail the higher faculties in 
Gurdjieff and Neoplatonism, taking Plotinos as the parade ground example of Neoplatonism. The similarity I 
contend for is this: in both systems the higher faculties are eternally in communication with objective reality 
although we are rarely conscious of this.  
 
THE HIGHER FACULTIES IN NEOPLATONISM 
 
Plotinos’ philosophy has been extensively studied.13 For Plotinos, reality is hierarchical. At the head of the 
cosmic order is ‘the One beyond being’, (to epekeina ontos to hen); then ‘Being’ and ‘Intellect’ (to on kai nous)’ 
and third, ‘the nature of Soul’ (hē tēs psukhēs phusis). These three levels are separate from the sensible world: 
Ennead 5.1.10. The soul possesses lower and higher faculties. The higher parts are in constant contemplation of 
the world of forms. However, we are unaware of this, because there is a disruption between the two parts of the 
soul.14 This is explained in the early treatise Ennead 4.8, ‘The Descent of the Soul into Bodies’, where at 4.8.8, 
Plotinos states: ‘… our soul (psukhē) does not altogether come down, but there is always something of it in the 
intelligible; but if the part which is in the world of sense-perception (to de en tōi aisthētōi) gets control, or rather 
                                               
7
 Joseph Azize, “Considering the Book of Qohelet Afresh,” Ancient Near Eastern Studies 37 (2000): 183-214: 
185-6. 
8
 Ibid., 185. 
9
 Ibid., 186-7. 
10
 Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales, 13. 
11
 John Dillon and Jackson Hershbell (Eds.), Iamblichus: On the Pythagorean Way of Life (Atlanta: Scholar’s 
Press, 1991), Chap 4 [19]. 
12
 Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales, 323-30 and 455. The borrowing was first observed by John G. Bennett, 
Gurdjieff: Making a New World (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1973), 59. Bennett did not pursue any 
other Neoplatonic parallels. 
13
 See for example J. M. Rist, Plotinus: The Road to Reality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 
Jean Trouillard La purification plotinienne (Paris: Presses Universitaires, 1955) and Lloyd P. Gerson (Ed.), The 
Cambridge Companion to Plotinus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
14
 Ibid., 229. 
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if it is itself brought under control, and thrown into confusion [by the body], it prevents us from perceiving the 
things which the upper part of the soul contemplates.’ 
 
A complementary reason for our obliviousness of the activity of the higher parts of the soul is offered in 4.3 ‘On 
Difficulties about the Soul: I,’ where Plotinos states that the ‘image-making power’ (to phantastikon) does not 
receive the impression of the ceaseless activity of the nous, because it is occupied with the receipt of 
perceptions.15 Then, in Ennead 2.9.2, ‘Against the Gnostics,’ he states: 
 
… there is one intellect (hena nous), unchangeably the same, without any sort of decline, imitating the 
Father16 as far as is possible to it: and that one part of our soul is always directed to the intelligible 
realities, one to the things of this world, and one is in the middle between these; for since the soul is one 
nature in many powers, sometimes the whole of it is carried along with the best of itself and of real being 
(tou ontos), sometimes the worse part is dragged down and drags the middle with it; for it is not lawful 
for it to drag down the whole. 
 
That is, even when we are most ‘engrossed,’ as it were, the highest part of the soul is not demeaned. In 2.9.3 
Plotinos reiterates this, saying that the higher part of the soul is ‘always illuminated and continually holds the 
light.’ In speaking of the higher part of the soul, which ‘preserves its activity in purity,’ Plotinos cites the 
enigmatic passage in Plato’s Timaios 90A to the effect that it is ‘on top in the head.’17 In ‘On Difficulties about 
the Soul: I,’ Plotinos writes at 4.3.12: ‘The souls of men see their images as if in the mirror of Dionysus … but 
even these are not cut off from their own principle and from intellect (arkhēs te kai nou). For … their heads are 
firmly set above in heaven.’ 
 
Plotinus summed up the philosopher’s task in his final words: ‘Endeavour to lead the divine in you back to the 
divine in the all.’18 This pithy phrase expresses the essence of Plotinos’ theory and of his practice. A similar 
aspiration can be found in Iamblichos’ On the Pythagorean Life, where at the climax of his account, he writes: 
 
Much more wonderful than these, however, were what they established about partnership in divine 
goods (tōn theiōn agathōn), and about unity of intellect and the divine soul. For they often encouraged 
one another not to disperse the god within themselves. At any rate, all their zeal for friendship, both in 
words and deeds, aimed at some kind of mingling (theokrasia) and union with God, and at communion 
with intellect and the divine soul.19 
 
This theokrasia was not solely a work for the philosopher’s study, and here we also touch on a general parallel 
with Gurdjieff which I shall return to in future studies. Porphyry, the student of Plotinos who edited his writings, 
states: ‘he was present at once to himself and to others, (sunēn oun kai heautōi hama kai tois allois) and he 
never relaxed his self-turned attention except in sleep ...,’ being continually turned ‘in contemplation of the 
intellect.’20 This, I would suggest, portrays the sage overcoming the disruption of higher and lower parts of the 
soul. This conscious activity grounds the mystic range of experiences. As we shall see, the analogy with 
Gurdjieff, and his injunction to ‘remember yourself,’ is apparent. 
 
THE HIGHER FACULTIES IN GURDJIEFF 
 
On my reading of Gurdjieff’s ideas, one insight is fundamental: that the very design of creation, exemplified in 
each cosmic unit from the largest galaxy to the most minute particle, is unity, plurality and the movement 
between unity and plurality. One might call this ‘the procession of existence’—integration and disintegration. 
This procession is the key to understanding ‘unity in diversity.’21 Just as the sun is the centre of our solar 
                                               
15
 Enneads 4.3.30, and see also Armstrong’s summary of Plotinos’ doctrine at 130 n.1 ‘… the translation into 
images depends on the good health and freedom from disturbance of the body …’ with references. 
16
 The ‘father’ of souls is god: tas psukhas patros theou, Enneads 5.1.1. 
17
 For this passage, and some relevant notes, see Enneads 5.1.10 and Armstrong’s footnotes at pp.46-48. 
18
 Porphyry, The Life of Plotinus, 2.26-27 in Plotinus in seven volumes Vol.1. Armstrong (Ed.,) Porphyry’s Life 
of Plotinus is traditionally published in the same volume as the Enneads, as a sort of introduction. 
19
 Iamblichos, [240]. Please read: Iamblichos, in Dillon and Hershbell, Iamblichos. 
20
 Porphyry, The Life of Plotinus, 8.8-24. 
21
 P. D. Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1949), 75-80 and 278. 
A full set of references will require a book length study. For an accessible introduction to Gurdjieff and his 
ideas, see Sophia Wellbeloved, Gurdjieff: The Key Concepts (London: Routledge, 2003). For reference to 
Gurdjieff’s intellectual context, see Sophia Wellbeloved, Gurdjieff, Astrology and Beelzebub’s Tales (New 
York: Solar Bound Press, 2002), 1, 9-31. 
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system, so the ‘Most Holy Sun Absolute’ is the centre of this unity in diversity: ‘… in the Great Universe all 
phenomena in general without exception wherever they arise and manifest, are simply successively law-
conformable ‘Fractions’ of some whole phenomenon which has its prime arising on the ‘Most Holy Sun 
Absolute’.’22 
 
The ‘Most Holy Sun Absolute’ is the place where god himself abides, the ultimate ground of the universe, and 
was at one time the ‘sole cosmic concentration.’23 It is, effectively, ‘heaven’. Even the ‘Word-God’ is an 
emanation of the Sun Absolute.24 The Word-God, acting upon ‘the prime-source cosmic substance 
Etherokrilno,’ contributed to the ‘crystallization’ of ‘concentrations’ called ‘Second-order-Suns.’25 More orders 
of ‘suns’ then formed around these: indeed, even ‘planets’ are ‘suns’ in this terminology,26 and one can speak of 
an electron making revolutions around its ‘sun.’27 These suns, then, are analogous to the suns of Noplatonism’s 
world, hence Julian’s references to the ‘noetic sun.’28 
 
For Gurdjieff, each entity (e.g. each plant) is itself a unity, is a diversity, and is in flux. Within each member of 
the plant, the same pattern applies to each leaf, root, and flower. In the earliest Gurdjieff-related essay known, 
‘Glimpses of the Truth,’29 the writer explicitly states that Gurdjieff ‘delineated the scheme of the construction of 
the Universe,’ and used the image of the tree to express the idea of ‘unity in multiplicity.30 In us, this diversity 
appears as a separation of powers which should be, but are not, working as an integrated whole. Gurdjieff stated: 
 
Man has no permanent and unchangeable I. Every thought, every mood, every desire, every sensation, 
says ‘I’. And in each case it seems to be taken for granted that this I belongs to the Whole, to the whole 
man, and that a thought, a desire, an aversion is expressed by this Whole. … Man’s every thought and 
desire appears and lives quite separately and independently of the Whole. And the Whole never 
expresses itself, for the simple reason that it exists, as such, only physically as a thing, and in the abstract 
as a concept. Man has no individual I. … Man is a plurality.31  
 
The reference to thoughts, desires and sensations is to the ‘intellectual,’ ‘emotional’ and ‘moving’ brains or 
centres, which are axial in Gurdjieff’s anthropology. It is the disordered work of these centres which comprises 
our internal disruption.32 Like Plotinos, Gurdjieff taught methods to recognize this situation within the 
individual, and to consciously assist the process of internal integration. Gurdjieff’s blueprint of unity in plurality 
is for practical use. The individual process of integration also advances the purpose behind the design of 
creation.33 As we shall see, this is the basis of Gurdjieff’s understanding of mysticism. Unity, plurality, and the 
procession of existence, is simultaneous and never-ceasing. It is true of each and every entity in nature. This 
triune reality subsists in different ways at different levels of the universe, except possibly, at the level of the 
Absolute or god, where only unity subsists. In this respect, Gurdjieff made an  interesting choice of words which 
shows his interest in philosophy: ‘… passing to philosophical conclusions, we may say that ‘all worlds’ must 
form some, for us, incomprehensible and unknown Whole or One (as an apple is one).’34 Each entity is also 
potential, for it is in the procession of existence. This is exemplified in the ‘Diagram of Everything Living,’ 
which commences with the Absolute, and includes in its scope metals, minerals, plants, invertebrates, 
vertebrates, man, angels, archangels, ‘the eternal unchanging’ and again, the Absolute.35 
                                               
22
 Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales, 123. 
23
 Ibid., 748-749. 
24
 Ibid., 756. 
25
 Ibid., 757. 
26
 Ibid., 758-60. 
27
 Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 335-336. 
28
 For the Neoplatonic suns, see Azize, The Phoenician Solar Theology, 30-32. 
29
 For the background to this essay, see P. D. Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 10-11, 214 and 251. 
30
 G. I. Gurdjieff, Views from the Real World (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979) 15-19. I learned of 
George Latura Beke, Digging up the Dog: The Greek Roots of Gurdjieff’s Esoteric Ideas (New York: 
Indications Press, 2005) only after a first draft of this paper was written. This is not the place to critique this 
book, which, while sincere, is not an academically valuable study, and lacks methodology. 
31
 Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 58. All italics are in the original. 
32
 Ibid., 55-56 and 194. I have omitted two other brains or centres, the sex and the instinctive. However, they do 
not affect our analysis. 
33
 Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales, 745-775, 778-786, esp. 756, 775 and 783. See also Wellbeloved Gurdjieff, 
Astrology, 183-186. 
34
 Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 76. 
35
 Ibid., 322-324. 
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We have the potential to be more connected within ourselves, and also with other entities in the creation, thus 
becoming a unity of a different order. But there is potential to proceed in the other direction, towards dis-
integration.36 Gurdjieff calls the movement from unity to plurality involution, and the integration of pluralities 
into a unity evolution.37 By reason of the design of creation, the process of human evolution must, according to 
Gurdjieff, be conscious and intentional. Both evolution and involution are possible because the procession of 
existence follows certain paths which Gurdjieff called ‘laws.’38 These represent an intelligence in the very 
nature of the universe. As Gurdjieff said: ‘The intelligence of the sun is divine.’39 
 
Now we come to what is possibly the most well-known phrase in Gurdjieff’s psychology: such as we are, we do 
not ‘remember ourselves.’ As we have seen, for Gurdjieff, our faculties are in a state of dismemberment. We 
feel one thing, but we may think something quite different, and so, when we come to speak, we say something 
we had not intended.40 To ‘remember’ is not just to think of something: it is to ‘have (it) present to the attention. 
It is also a gentle and a psychic movement. To Gurdjieff, there are three chief elements in our psyches: what we 
feel, what we think, and our organic instinct (i.e. how the body feels, are we tired, full of energy, comfortable, 
and so on). One part of the human machine, functioning by itself, is more susceptible to external influence, but 
when we ‘remember ourselves,’ the plurality which we usually are is integrated to a greater degree, our actions 
and responses are more a function of the whole, and more authentically our own.41 To remember one’s self is 
also to have a divided attention, in which one simultaneously is aware of what one is doing, and the fact that one 
is conscious of oneself.42 As Gurdjieff expressed it: 
 
If a man … tries to remember himself, every impression he receives while remembering himself will, so 
to speak, be doubled. In an ordinary psychic state I simply look at a street. But if I remember myself, I 
do not simply look at the street; I feel that I am looking, as though saying to myself: ‘I am looking.’ 
Instead of one impression of the street there are two impressions, one of the street and another of myself 
looking at it.43 
 
This bring us now to the nub of the essay: Gurdjieff’s concept of the higher faculties and states of 
consciousness. To Ouspensky,44 Gurdjieff stated that in addition to the ordinary faculties of thought, feeling and 
sensation, which are in a state of disharmony: 
 
… we have two more centres, fully developed and properly functioning, but they are not connected with 
our usual life nor with the three centres in which we are aware of ourselves. … All mystical and occult 
systems recognize the existence of higher forces and capacities in man … This present teaching differs 
from many others by the fact that it affirms that the higher centres exist in man and are fully developed. 
It is the lower centres which are undeveloped. And it is precisely this lack of development, or the 
incomplete functioning, of the lower centres that prevents us from making use of the work of the higher 
centres.45 
 
Gurdjieff then went on to state that these two ‘higher centres’ are called, for convenience, the ‘higher emotional’ 
and ‘higher intellectual’ centres. They are the key to understanding the possibilities of the human states of 
consciousness. These states can be analysed in four broad orders: sleep, waking consciousness, self-
consciousness and objective consciousness. The first two states are the ones we are most familiar with. The third 
state, self-consciousness, is the state of self-remembering.46 The third and fourth states of consciousness are 
connected with the higher centres. In fact, one could define the third state of consciousness as one in which 
impressions are received from the higher emotional centre, and states of mystical experience as the fourth state 
                                               
36
 Gurdjieff. Beelzebub’s Tales, 1230, where the ‘drop of water’ which represents man has the ‘possibility to 
evolve, as it is, to the next higher concentration.’ 
37
 Ibid., 759; Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 305-309. 
38
 Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 281-282, 305-311. 
39
 Ibid., 25. 
40
 Ibid., 117-118. 
41
 Ibid., 40-51, 65-73, 188. 
42
 Ibid., 118-119.  
43
 Ibid., 188. 
44
 Ouspensky’s In Search of the Miraculous, is often considered the most important single account of 
Gurdjieff’s teaching, at least as delivered in Russia during WWI. It is difficult to disagree with that assessment. 
Probably more than any other book, it was responsible for the worldwide growth of Gurdjieff groups from 1950. 
45
 Ibid., 194. 
46
 Ibid., 141. 
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(objective consciousness), where the higher intellectual centre is the cognitive instrument in the experience.47 
Gurdjieff stated that in certain circumstances: 
 
… a temporary connection with the higher emotional centre takes place and man experiences new 
emotions, new impressions hitherto completely unknown to him, for the description of which he has 
neither words nor expressions. But in ordinary conditions the difference between the speed of our usual 
emotions and the speed of the higher emotional centre is so great that no connection can take place and 
we fail to hear within us the voices which are speaking and calling to us from the higher emotional 
centre. 
 
The higher intellectual centre … is still further removed from us, still less accessible. Connection with it 
is possible only through the higher emotional centre. It is only from descriptions of mystical experiences, 
ecstatic states, and so on, that we know cases of such connections.48 
 
According to Gurdjieff, mystical experiences properly defined, as opposed to deceptions (perhaps self-induced 
imitations), are flashes of the state of objective consciousness.49 If one is not in the third state (self-
remembering), then when the connection with the higher intellectual centre opens, the ordinary mind is unable 
to cope with the flood of new impressions. The memory can retain only the start and the end of the ‘flood.’ This 
is why mystical experience is often marked by unconsciousness or fragmented consciousness (often described as 
swooning).50 Even should a person be able to retain something coherent of their experience of this exalted state: 
‘… the thinking, the moving, and the emotional centres remember and transmit everything in their own way, 
translate absolutely new and never previously experienced sensations into the language of usual everyday 
sensations, transmit in worldly three-dimensional forms things which pass completely beyond the limits of 
worldly measurements …’51 
 
To be brief, it is the aim of Gurdjieff’s method to make the connection to higher centres and to thereby 
crystallize a ‘higher-being-body’ or ‘soul’ which can survive death. To do so, one must overcome negative 
emotions, undertake a course of self-discipline (the details of which, although perhaps unique, could be 
recognized by any major spiritual tradition), and remember oneself.52 Then it is possible for one to become ‘a 
particle, though an independent one, of everything existing in the great universe.’53 Interestingly, as we saw, 
Plotinus followed Plato in placing the ‘higher part of the soul’ in the head. This is where Gurdjieff placed the 
higher intellectual centre.54 
 
Although he disguised it well in his writings, Gurdjieff is, I suggest, fundamentally a mystic. Gurdjieff’s 
mysticism was more prominent in practice, at least as developed by some of his pupils. George Adie (1901-
1989), who had studied with both Gurdjieff and Ouspensky, said on 15 December 1982: 
 
… everything in the universe and in (our)selves proceeds and can only proceed according to the will of 
God – according to the will of the absolute, according to the laws of creation. … all things are in 
accordance with God’s will, all my actions, even my bad manifestations. For according to the will of 
God, I am granted the possibility of a power of choice of direction, either for evolution and development, 
or for involution and self-destruction. So now I wish to remember this reality and to experience the 
reality of the operation of my will becoming merged in the will of God. Just as my will is part of the will 
of God, so is my inner sense of place and reality: this also is part of the place and the reality of God. So 
when I go within to find I, I go also to find I in God.55 
 
Adie also stated, on 29 April 1989, that any possibility of conscious development depends on acquiring the 
‘power to work towards the purpose of the creation. ... (and) flow back to the Absolute.’ That is, ‘we can only 
go back as gods in our own cosmos, our own world.’ In seeking to gain control over our psychic processes by 
remembering ourselves, overcoming our faults, and so on, we become, as it were, the ‘gods’ of our own 
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 Ibid., 142, 145, 194-195; P. D. Ouspensky, A Record of Meetings (London: Arkana, 1992) 226-227. 
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 Ouspensky, In Search of the Miraculous, 194-195. 
49
 Ibid., 145. 
50
 Ibid., 195. 
51
 Ibid., 195. 
52
 Ibid., 31-33, 40-44, 54, 91-94, 180-193. 
53
 Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales, 183, see also 191-192. 
54
 Oral communication from G. M. Adie. 
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presences.56 Such a statement could have been made by Plotinos. This entire line of thought can be summarised 
in an exchange with Adie. Someone once asked him whether the concept of acquiring objective knowledge by 
the higher centres did not make god obsolete. Adie replied that the higher centres and objective knowledge were 
god.57 Adie was, perhaps, overstating the point in order to emphasize that in the treating of such topics, a closely 
analytical approach was too cut and dried. Yet, I think that if the statement is understood as somewhat poetic, it 
is true both of Gurdjieff and of the Neoplatonists. 
 
SOLAR MYSTICISM 
 
Gurdjieff stated that organic life on earth was a process which began in the sun, meaning our visible sun.58 
There is an anecdote that when a chance companion asked Gurdjieff his trade, he replied that he was a salesman 
of ‘solar energy.’59 As Gurdjieff died in 1949, this had nothing to do with the commercial exploitation of 
alternatives to fossil fuels. The human ‘hero’ of Beelzebub, is ‘Ashiata Shiemash,’ whose name is exactly the 
Arabic words ‘ray of the sun.’60 Gurdjieff explained his sacred dances by analogy with the sun and planets.61 
Clearly, the sun in Gurdjieff is not an arbitrary metaphor. I contend that just as with the Neoplatonists, Gurdjieff 
literally believed that the sun possessed a ‘divine intelligence,’ that it is the source of either the spiritual faculties 
themselves (nous) or the material which fuels those faculties, and thus a bridge between the human and ‘divine’ 
worlds.  
 
It must be observed that both Plotinos and Gurdjieff spoke of becoming a sun for oneself. According to Elias the 
Alexandrian, Plotinus said that ‘the philosopher must imitate God and the sun and not neglect his body 
altogether in caring for his soul.’62 Gurdjieff’s idea of ‘creating sun within myself,’ was described by Adie as: 
‘the experience of an affirmative, positive and intelligent element within myself. This is our aim, this is our 
doing, to create sun within ourselves.’63 
 
In conclusion, like the Neoplatonists, Gurdjieff was a thinker whose aims, ideas and methods – at least at certain 
points – include mystical methods. For both the Neoplatonists and Gurdjieff, the sun, and the suns, are critical in 
the process of the return to the divine. If I am correct that Gurdjieff studied Neoplatonism so extensively as to 
have read Iamblichos and Julian themselves or in a secondary work, then he was indeed a close student of that 
philosophy. It is striking that apart from Bennett, Wellbeloved and Webb, few scholars have attempted to trace 
Gurdjieff’s intellectual influences.64 Yet, Gurdjieff himself made penetrating reference to the pre-Socratics, 
Socrates, and to Immanuel Kant.65 How widely he was read in Western philosophy is another issue. Gurdjieff’s 
ideas may provide fruitful perspectives on the essentialist / contextualist debate, and arguably makes the 
distinction between ‘extrovertive’ and ‘introvertive’ mystical experience of marginal interest for those who are 
influenced by his views.66 Applying Gurdjieff’s ideas to the contemporary debates would require a further study, 
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and attention to a wide range of recent scholarly literature.67 But perhaps the most important result of 
characterizing Gurdjieff as being at least partially a mystic is that it may provide scholars with a basis for 
discussing Gurdjieff in terms which are familiar to serious students of mysticism. Future studies may also lead 
to some new insights into Plotinos and the Neoplatonists, and into Gurdjieff’s use of other aspects of the 
Western esoteric tradition such as alchemy. However, it has not been the aim of this paper to produce a 
comprehensive review of all aspects of Gurdjieff’s ideas and methods. 
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